Basically, FPGA devices contain programmable logic blocks and a hierarchy of programmable interconnects that allow data routing between the blocks and to the output pins. In this way FPGAs can be used to implement any logical function that an ASIC could perform. Furthermore, the ability to update the functionality after shipping and the low nonrecurring engineering costs relative to an ASIC design, offers advantages for many applications. Many emerging applications in communications, computing, and consumer electronics industries demand that their functionality stays flexible after the system has been manufactured. Such flexibility is required in order to cope with changing user requirements, improvements in system features, changing protocols and data-coding standards, demands to support variety of different user applications, and so forth. Like microprocessors, RAM-based FPGAs can be infinitely reprogrammed. Design revisions, even for a fielded product, can be implemented quickly and painlessly. Nowadays the FPGA market is a $2.75 billion one, with more than 100,000 designs starting in 2010.
The interest on FPGAs is reflected in several first class conferences on programmable logic around the world and the number of papers published by the research community. Yuet Ming Lam et al. in "Multi-loop parallelisation using unrolling and fission" present a technique for parallelising multiple loops in a heterogeneous computing system. Experimental results show that a maximum speedup of 34 is achieved on a 274 MHz FPGA for the N-Body over a 2.6 GHz microprocessor, which is 4.1 times higher than an approach without unrolling. "Power characterisation for fine-grain reconfigurable fabrics" by Tobias Becker et al. presents a benchmarking methodology for characterising the power consumption of the fine-grain fabric in reconfigurable architectures.
In "High speed FPGA 10's complement adderssubtractors" Gery Bioul et al. redesign BCD adders to fit within FPGA's platforms with promising results that enable this technology to implement new decimal floating-point International Journal of Reconfigurable Computing cores according to the IEEE 754-2008 standard. Finally, in "Concurrent calculations on reconfigurable logic devices applied to the analysis of video images" Sergio Geninatti et al. present the design and implementation of an algorithm for computing similarities between neighbouring frames in a video sequence using luminance information on FPGA.
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